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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we continue our examination of completely distributive 
complete lattices which we started in [3]. The class of completely distributive 
complete lattices is denoted by %+c and the subclass of dense in itself completely 
distributive lattices by 9s. For L E 9c, the complete lattice of complete 
congruence relations of L is denoted by Con (L). Homomorphisms are always 
complete homomorphisms. There are two basic results which are due to Raney 
[5], [6]. The first one states that if L E L%, then L is a complete homomorphic 
image of a complete ring of sets, and the second one states that if L E 9c, then L 
is a subdirect product of complete chains. We will prove in this paper that free 
completely distributive complete lattices exist and that they are complete rings 
of sets, thus obtaining Raney’s first result as a corollary (corollary 4.3). The 
second result will be used to prove a structure theorem on countably generated 
completely distributive complete lattices which states that such lattices are 
subdirect products of copies of 2 and the real unit interval [0, 11 (theorem 5.4). 
We will start our work with the study of the structure of Con (L), L E 9c, and 
then apply the results to the classes 9c and 9s. In a sense, completely 
distributive complete lattices are generalizations of finite distributive lattices 
which are of course trivially, completely distributive and complete. It turns out 
that various properties which hold for finite distributive lattices and their 
congruence lattices, can be generalized in a meaningful way to the class 9~. If L 
is a finite distributive lattice, then Con (L) is a Boolean algebra. This is in 
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general not true anymore for L E Qc. However, we will show that for L E 9c, 
there exists a complete congruence relation 13%~ which has the property that 
(0,] is an atomic complete Boolean algebra (theorem 2.7), and 8% = 1 (and 
thus, Con (L) is an atomic complete Boolean algebra) if and only if all complete 
homomorphic images of L are complete rings of sets (theorem 3.2, also cf. [3]). 
. . In addrtron, 09s has the property that for 0~ Con (L), t/8 E %& if and only if 
8r8,. (Theorem 2.4). If eB is the smallest t9E Con (L) for which L/0 is a 
complete ring of sets, then the lattice product 89J9w is equal to 0. (Theorem 
2.10). This yields a structure theorem that states that if L E G&Z, then L is a sub- 
direct product of a complete ring of sets and a dense in itself completely 
distributive complete lattice (theorem 3.5). We will also answer the question 
under what conditions for L E 9c, the set Y(L) consisting of the non-zero 
completely join irreducible elements of L, is totally unord’ered. This question is 
inspired by the fact that if L is finite and distributive, then X(L) is totally un- 
ordered if and only if L is a Boolean algebra. The answer to the question is, that 
for L E 9~. Y(L) is totally unordered if and only if L is the subdirect product of 
L, and L2 where L, E 9s and Lz is an atomic complete Boolean algebra (theorem 
3.6). As mentioned above, we will prove the existence of free completely 
distributive complete lattices and show that in a sense they are free extensions of 
the free distributive lattices (theorem 4.5). In the last section we focus our 
attention on the class 9s. It is proven that for every infinite cardinal a, there 
exists a dense in itself completely distributive complete lattice which is 
generated by a set of cardinality (Y such that every L E 9s which is also generated 
by a set of cardinality a, is a complete homomorphic image of it (theorem 5.2). 
We then consider countably generated dense in itself completely distributive 
complete lattices and prove that they are subdirect products of copies of [O, 11, 
(theorem 5.3). This then yields the structure theorem mentioned aboved for 
countably generated completely distributive complete lattices in general 
(theorem 5.4). 
I am indebted to Joel Berman for reading a first draft of this paper and for 
making several useful suggestions. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We use the notations a+ b, ab, C S and n S to denote sums and products in 
a lattice. The symbols 1 and 2 will stand for the one- and two elements sets as 
well for the one- and two element lattices. If L is a lattice and a, bEL, a < b 
means that the open interval (a, b) = 0. L is dense in itself, if for a, bE L, a < b 
implies (a, b) # 0. For a, b EL, b is the immediate predecessor of a, if b <a and 
(a] = (b] U (a} and this element is denoted by &-The immediate successor of a, if 
it exists, is defined dually and denoted by a+. For intervals [a, b] and [c, d], 
[c, d] is an upper transpose of [a, b] if d = b + c and a = bc. Lower transpose is 
defined dually. An interval [a, b] is a prime interval if a < b. Note that if in a 
distributive lattice [c, d] is an upper (lower) transpose of [a, b] then [a, b] is a 
prime interval if and only if [c,d] is a prime interval. For the definitions of 
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complete distribu tivity, complete congruence relations, complete homo- 
morphisms and of complete rings of sefs we refer to [l] and [3]. In this paper we 
will exclusively deal with complete lattices (except at the end of section 4). 
Therefore we will assume, unless indicated otherwise, that if we use the term of 
sublattice of a complete lattice, that the sublattice itself is complete and that the 
embedding is complete. That is, the sublattice is assumed to be a complete 
regular sublattice. The same convention applies to meet-(join) sublattices. 
Likewise, if we talk about subdirect products then we will assume that the 
involved homomorphisms are complete. If L is complete and SEL, then the 
(complete, regular) sublattice of L generated by S is denoted by [S]. The 
complete lattice of complete congruence relations of a complete lattice L is 
denoted by Con (~5). Note that in our notation, for 01, 6, E Con (L), 6,& denotes 
lattice product. The class of completely distributive complete lattices is denoted 
by 9c and the subclass of Qc consisting of dense in itself lattices is denoted by 
9s. If L E 9c and a, b EL then the principal congruence relation @a, b) is the 
smallest complete congruence relation which identifies a and 6. For a, b, c, d E L, 
a I b, (c, d) E Qa, b) cs ca = da and c + b = d + b. Note, that because of complete 
distributivity, @(a, b) is indeed a complete congruence relation. If L E 9c 
and 8~ Con (L), then 19= C {@(a, 6) : [a, b] a congruence class of 0). For 
OECon(L),LE 9c, he : L -*L/B denotes the complete homomorphism induced 
by 8 and if h : L*LI, L,L, E Bc, is a complete homomorphism, then ker h 
denotes the complete congruence relation induced by h. Recall that if L E 9c, 
a EL., is completely join irreducible if a = C S for 0 # S G L =$ a = s for some 
SE S. Completely meet irreducible is defined dually. The set of non-zero 
completely join irreducible elements of L is denoted by ~$5) and J(L) is 
defined dually. Throughout this paper we will use properties of completely join 
(meet) irreducible elements. The following lemma summarizes these properties 
and we will use this lemma without especially referring to it. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let L E 9c, acL, a#O. The following are equivalent: (i) 
a E Y(L); (ii) there exists a’E L, a<a such that (a’] U [a) = L; (iii) a has an 
immediate predecessor. Moreover, if a E Y(L) then a’E d(L) and a’ has an 
immediate successor. 
For L E Qc, a E Y(L), we will denote O(&, a) by 0,. Again if a E S(L) then (a’] 
and [a) are the two congruence classes of a complete congruence relation of L 
which we will denote by IJ?=. Thus hPO : L-+2 is defined by hVO(x)= 1 +xzacs 
x%a’. Also recall that if L E 9c, then L is a complete ring of sets if every 
element of a is the sum of completely join irreducible elements or equivalently, 
if for c, d E L, c < d there exists a E Y(L), such that a I d, a % c. For concepts used 
in this paper and not defined, refer to [l] and [3]. 
2. THE LATTICE OF COMPLETE CONGRUENCE RELATIONS OF A COMPLETELY 
DISTRIBUTIVE COMPLETE LATTICE 
In this section we will prove several results on the structure of Con (L), 
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L E 9~. The special case of L being a complete chain was considered in [3]. We 
start with some lemmas dealing with the congruence relations &, CI E Y(L). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let L E S&Z, a E Y(L), c, MEL, ctd. Then the following are 
equivalent: (i) [c, d] is an upper transpose of [a, a]; (ii) [c, d] is a lower transpose 
of [a’,a’+]; (iii) (c,d)~O,. Moreover, if c,d~L, cad, aEY(L), (c,d)~t?,, then 
c < d and [c, d] is a congruence class of 0, and B(c, d) = 0,. 
PROOF: (i)=+(ii). We have csa’ since c$a’*ccla*&=ac=a. Again 
dza*dia’=+a’+dza’+. But a’+d>a’+ *a’+ >a’+. Hence a’+d=a’+. 
Next, d s a’- c s a’d < d. But [a, a] is a prime interval and thus [c, d] is a prime 
interval. It follows that c = a’d. 
(ii) 2 (i). By a dual argument. 
(i) * (iii). ac=&*d>cs@-a%=&d. Again a+c=d*a+c=a+d. It 
follows that (c, d) E 0,. 
(iii) 3 (i). ac<a since ac=a-asc<d. Also a+c=a+d implying c=d. It 
follows that acsa”. Now asd since ad<a*ads&*ad=ac. But also a + c 
= a + d implying c = d. Contradiction. Hence a s d. Now a sd =) 8 sd - a = 
=&d=a%sacs& and it follows that ac=&. Finally, a+c=a+d=d. To 
prove the last part of the theorem, suppose c, d E L, c 2 d, a E Y(L), (c, d) E 6,. 
Let [c’, d’j be the congruence class of 8, to which c and d belong. Then c’< d’ 
since c 2 d. Also (c’, d? E 0, so by (iii) =$ (i), [c’, dq is an upper transpose of [a, a] 
and hence [c’, d’j is a prime interval. It follows that c = c’ and d = d’ and thus 
c< d and [c, d] is a congruence class of 0,. It is easy to check that (a, a) E t?(c, d), 
thus @a, a) = 0, I O(c, d). AIso O(c, d) 5 0, completing the proof of the lemma. 
REMARK. It follows from lemma 2.1 that the proper congruence class of f?,, 
a E Y(L) are the prime intervals [c, c + a] for all c E L such that ca = a. 
LEMMA 2.2. (Bruns [2]). Let L E S’c, c,d~L, c< d. Then there exists 
a E X(L) such that t?, = &c, d). 
PROOF: Let a= n {XEL : x+czd). Then by complete distributivity 
a + c = d. Then [ac, a] is a lower transpose of [c, d], hence ac < a. We show that 
aEY(L) and @=ac. Indeed, for utsL, u<a*usd=csu+csd. But U+C 
= d*u >a. Contradiction. Thus c= u+ c, implying u SC. Also uca, thus 
usac. It follows that a E Y(L) and a”=ac. We infer from lemma 2.2 that 
6’, = B(c, d). 
REMARK. (cf. [2]). It follows from lemma 2.2 that if L E 9% then L E 9s if 
and only if Y(L) =0. 
We are now able to characterize the atoms of Con (L), L E 9~. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let L E 9c, t9 E Con (L). Then 0 is an atom of Con (L) e, B = 6, 
for some a E Y(L). 
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PROOF: F . If a E ~$5) then by lemma 2.1, the proper congruence classes of 
0, are prime intervals. Hence 0, is an atom. * There exist c, do L such that c < d 
and (c, d) E 8. But then c < d since cc u <da 0 # 19(c, U) < 0(c, d) I 0. By lemma 
2.1 there exists a E 9(L) such that 6, = t9(c, d). But 8 is an atom, hence 8 = 0,. 
If L E 9c and L is finite, then Con (~5) is a Boolean algebra and therefore the 
sum of the atoms of Con (L) is 1. This is in general not the case for an arbitrary 
L E gc. For L E 9c we will denote the sum of the atoms of Con (L) by 6JPS, that 
is, C (8, : a E Y(L)} = 8+ The next theorem states that the principal filter [/3,) 
consists of all 0 E Con (L) such that L/B E 9-s. 
THEOREM 2.4. LetLE 9~. If 8ECon (L) then L/8= ~s*~BE[O~~). 
PROOF: * . If L/Be 9s, then by lemma 2.2 there exists a E Y(L), al E Y(L/8) 
such that al = h&a). Then p,a = a)o,hs and BPS 5 t9* pJ&) = (do,,h&&) - 0 = 
= po,(al) = 1. Contradiction. * It suffices to show that for a E J(L), 192 0, or to 
show that (a, a) E 8. If not, then there exists u EL such that h&6’)< h,(u) < 
<ho(a) *a <a + ua < a. Contradiction. 
If L E 9c and L is finite, then obviously oPS = 1 and thus the fact that in the 
finite case Con (L) is an atomic, complete Boolean algebra can also be expressed 
by the statement that (B,] is an atomic, complete Boolean algebra. However, if 
L E 9c and L is not finite, then 89S need not be equal to 1. We will show that in 
the general case for L E 9c it remains however true that (6J,] is always an 
atomic, complete Boolean algebra (thus a power algebra). We first need some 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let LE 9c, 8ECon (L), 8~8,. Then f3= C {/3,: &SO, 
aE Y(L)}. 
PROOF: Recall that 8 = C { e(c, d) : [c, d] a congruence class of 8). Thus it 
suffices to show that if [c, d] is a congruence class of 8 and 19~ = C { 19, : a sd, 
asc, aE X(L)} then 0i = 0(c, d). Let L, = [he,(c), ho,(d)] and let g : L/t?, *L, be 
defined by (g&,,)(x) = hs,(c +xd) for XE L. Then g is a complete onto homo- 
morphism. Let 0, = ker (g$). We show that 8,~ Bz. If 19~~ SG 0, then by lemma 
2.2 and theorem 2.4 there exists a complete onto homomorphism f : L, +2. 
This implies that there exists v E Y(L) such that vV = fgh+ . Now p,(c) = 0 * c 2 v 
and p,,(d) = la dr v. Thus by definition of 19~) 13, zs 8, and thus (ve, v) E 8, * 
=P p,,(vc) = p,(v). Contradiction. Hence dgS I 0,. Now (c, d) E B I 89s I O2 * 
=$ Cc, d) E 6, * (g&$(c) = (ghe,) * (d&,(c) = hi(d) * Cc, d) E el* e(c, d) 5 01. But 
for aEY(L), asd, a%c-ca<a*cas&*cazsc&*ca=c& and &casd* 
tid+& =d+a. Hence, 13~5 O(c,d) and thus t3i 5 e(c,d). Also B(c,d)sBl. It 
follows that r3i = e(c, d). 
LEMMA 2.6. Let LE .9c, a,bEY(L). Then B,s(Pb+a#b. 
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PROOF: +. We show (a”,a)~q+,. If ash’ then Bcalb’and if arb then 
a > b so a > uc’ 1 b. In either case we have (a, a) E (~6. * a = b would imply 8, I p0 
but (a”, a) $ ~0. 
We are now able to prove the result enunciated above. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let L E 5%. Then (e,] is an atomic, complete Boolean 
algebra (thus a power algebra), whose set of atoms is { 0, : a E Y(L)}. 
PROOF: Let for 8 E (O,], A0 = {a E Y(L) : 0, I t?}. We prove that the map 
,9- A0 is an isomorphism between (SJ and 2fiL). Obviously, for 0i, 0, E (e,], 
e1 lepA&J, cAo2. The reverse inequality follows from lemma 2.5. To show 
that the map is onto and hence an isomorphism, let A G S(L) and let 
f?= C (&, : atsA}. For UEJ$~), u$A*(by lemma 2.4) e,Ibp, for all SEA=, 
=+B=bP,*(by lemma 2.6) t9,sO=ueAA,~A,~A. Again, uEA=*OusO* 
*U E Ao*A r Ag. It follows that A8 = A. For the remaining part of the proof 
apply theorem 2.3. 
We now turn our attention to the dual atoms of Con (~5.) and we prove the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let L E 9c, 0E Con (L). Then 0 is a dual atom of Con (~5) e 
e 8 = fpu for some a E S(L). 
PROOF: Since 8 is a dual atom, 0# 1 and thus L/B# 1. If 0# pa for all 
ac Y(L), then L/B#2 and hence there exists atzL such that 0< h&z)< 1. Let 
g : L/0+ [0, he(a)] be defined by @z)(x) = h(ax) for all XE L. Obviously 
8< ker (gh) < 1. Contradiction. I Immediate, since for ae 9(L), cp,, has only 
two congruence classes. 
We now define for L E 9c the complete congruence relation f19 by 
eg= n {yp, : QE 9(L)} and Con, (L) by Con, (L)= (8ECon (L) : L/B is a 
complete ring of sets}. Obviously, e9 E Con, (~5) and in fact, if 0E Con-, (~5) then 
81 891. The converse need not be true, since in general a complete ring of sets 
has a complete homomorphic image # 1 which is not a complete ring of sets. 
The following theorem generalizes a result obtained in [3]. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let L E 9~. Then Cone (L) is a meet -sublattice of Con (~5) 
and Con, (~5) is an atomic, complete Boolean algebra which is isomorphic to 
(f9,]. The dual atoms of Con, (L) are the pa, a E ~$5). 
PROOF: It is obvious that Con, (L) is closed under products. We show that 
Con, (L) is isomorphic to Z./CL) (cf. proof of theorem 2.7). Let for A G Y(L), 
eA= n {pa : atzYi(L)-A). Obviously, for A~,A~G.+), Al ~A~=d$sfi’,+. 
If AIgA2 then there exists acAl, acgAz and by lemma 2.6, B,zcD, and 
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0,ln {~px:x~9(L)--At)=B~~ so &YZ~,~. It follows that 0’A,$0A2. If 
~ECOQ (L) then 0= fl {bo, : aE Y(L) --A 1 for some A z .J+(L). Thus the map 
A - 0, is an isomorphism. The remaining part of the proof follows from 
theorem 2.8 and from the fact that pa E Con, (~5) for all a E Y(L). 
REMARK. We will see in the next section that Con,, (~5.) need not be closed 
under sums. 
We close this section with the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. lo. Let L E gc. Then 8&Iw = 0. 
PROOF: Suppose 0 < ea8, I 8%. By theorem 2.7 there exists a E S(L) such 
that 0, I 8,8,1 pa, which is a contradiction by lemma 2.6. 
3. APPLICATIONS OF SECTION 2. STRUCTURE OF COMPLETELY DISTRIBUTIVE 
COMPLETE LATTICES 
We first consider the special case that L is a complete ring of sets. It is 
obvious that for L E &, L is a complete ring of sets if and only if Ba= 0. Also, if 
L is a complete ring of sets then the atoms of Con, (,I,) coincide with the atoms 
of Con (L). In fact, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let L be a complete ring of sets and let 8 E Con (L). Then 8 is 
an atom of Con, (L) * 8 = 0, for some a E .9(L). 
PROOF: It follows from theorem 2.9 that the atoms of Con, (L) are the 
elements n (VU : u E 9(L), u#a} for a E S(L). Therefore, it suffices to show 
that for ae 9(L), 0, = n {pU : u E Y(L), u #a}. By lemma 2.6 the left side is 
included in the right side. To prove the reverse inequality, suppose x,y E L and 
(x,y)~p), for each UEY(L), ufa. Let Ui={u’ : UEJQ.), ufa’, xsu’, ycu’} 
and Iet Q={u : UEY(L), u#a, xzu, ylu} then x and yl n Vi and x and 
yz C U,. If xla’then {v~ J(L) : vzx} = Ui U {a’}, But L is a complete ring 
of sets, hence x= a’n VI. Either y =a’fI Vi or y = n Vi. It follows that 
&x=&y. 
If ~$a’, then x = n Vi and either y = a’n U, or y = n U1. Again we have 
ucx = &y. A dual argument, using U,, shows that a + x = a +y. Hence (x,y) E 0,. 
REMARK. If L is a complete ring of sets and thus if 8$= 0, then theorem 3.1 
states that Con, (L) and (e,] have the same atoms. It was also proved in 
theorem 2.9 that Cone (L) and (0,,l are isomorphic. It should however be noted 
that whereas the sum of the atoms in Con (~5) is equal to egs,, the sum of the 
atoms taken in Cone (L) is 1. Since 0% need not be equal to 1, this shows that 
Con, (~5) is in general not a join sublattice of Con (~5) (cf. theorem 2.9). For 
example, let L be the real unit interval with each rational r split in two elements, 
rl and r,, rl < r,. Then L/B% = [0, l] and thus 8gs c 1. 
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A subclass of the class of complete rings of sets is the class %Y which was con- 
sidered in [3]. .G? consists of all L E 5&z with the property that L/0 is a complete 
ring of sets for all 0~ Con (~5). It was shown that 6% contains the countable 
completely distributive, complete lattices, the complete (dual) ordinals and of 
course the atomic, complete Boolean algebras. It was also proven that for 
L E %, L E W if and only if Con (L) is an atomic, complete Boolean algebra. 
This result now easily follows as we will see, in a more general form from our 
previous results. We will also show that 6@is closed under products. Of course .%? 
is closed under complete homomorphic images, but not under subalgebras. 
Indeed, if L is a complete ring of sets then L is a sublattice of an atomic, 
complete Boolean algebra but L need not belong to .% 
THEOREM 3.2. Let L E 9s. Then the following are equivalent: (i) L E % (ii) 
19% = 1; (iii) Con (L) is an atomic, complete Boolean algebra. 
PROOF: (i) * (ii). L has no complete homomorphic images which are dense 
in itself, except 1. It follows from theorem 2.4 that Bgs= 1. 
(ii) =$ (iii). By theorem 2.7. 
(iii) =$ (i). By theorem 2.8, the dual atoms of Con (~5) are the pa, a E ~$5). By 
hypothesis, for 0~Con (L), 8= n (pa : as A} for some A G Y(L). By theorem 
2.9 Con, (L) is closed under products and thus t9~ Cone (L). It follows that 
Con, (~5) = Con (,5) and thus L E 2. 
We will now prove that 5? is closed under products. We will first prove a 
lemma which holds for complete (not necessarily completely distributive) 
lattices and complete congruence relations. (The lemma does not hold in 
general for, not necessarily complete, lattices and ordinary congruence 
relations, cf. [4]). 
LEMMA 3.3, Let {Lj : i E I} be a set of complete lattices and let L = Xipl Li. 
Then Con (L) z Xi, 1 Con (Li). 
PROOF: Let for a E Lj, a’ E L be defined by a,! = a and a; = 0 for j# i. For 
t9~ Con (L), define tYj E Con (Li) by (a, b) E 0i* (a’, b’) E B for a, b E Li. It is easy 
to see that indeed t9,~ Con (LJ for every itzI. Definef : Con (L)+XiEr Con (LJ 
by cf(0))i = Bi for 0~ Con (L) and i E 1. Obviouslyfpreserves order. Conversely, 
suppose f(6) Q(p). Define for each i E 1, ei EL by (e$ = 1 and (e’)j = 0 for i#j. 
For a,bEL, (a,b)E8, iE1, 
(ei, ei) E 8 * (aei, be’) = (a/, ba E 6 * (ai, BJ E 0j = cf( d))i I (f(p))j = pi * 
~(ai,bi)E~ij(al,bi?E~~(Cisz a;, CiEzbi?E~3(a,b)E(P~eI~. 
Suppose p E Xi, I Con (Lj). Define 8 E Con (~5) by (x,y) E 8~ (Xi,yi) E pi. It is easy 
to see that f(S) = ~0. Thus f is an isomorphism. 
The following theorem is now immediate from theorem 3.2 and lemma 3 -3. 
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THEOREM 3.4. The class W is closed under products. 
We have seen that the class of dense in itself completely distributive complete 
lattices and the class of complete rings of sets obviously play an important role 
in the structure theory of the members of Qc. This is in particular demonstrated 
by theorem 2.10. The following theorem is an immediate consequence of this 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.5. (cf. [3]). Let L E 9~. Then we have (i) if L $ 9s then L has a 
complete homomorphic image # 1 which is a complete ring of sets; (ii) if L is 
not a complete ring of sets, then L has a complete homomorphic image # 1 
which belongs to 9s; (iii) L is a subdirect product of lattices L, and La, where L1 
is a complete ring of sets and L2 E 9s. 
PROOF: Using theorem 2.10 we have L $9~ * 0% # 0 * Bsl # 1 and thus L has 
a complete homomorphic image # 1 which is a complete ring of sets. If L is not 
a complete ring of sets, then B,#O * 19~~ # 1 and thus L has a complete homo- 
morphic image # 1 which belongs to .Qs. (iii) is also immediate from theorem 
2.10. 
Theorem 3.5 raises the question under what conditions a completely distri- 
butive complete lattice is the subdirect product of a dense in itself completely 
distributive complete lattice and an atomic, complete Boolean algebra. We note 
that if L is a finite distributive lattice, then L is a Boolean algebra if and only if 
9(L) is totally unordered. Thus the answer to the above question for a finite 
distributive lattice L is: if and only if Y(L) is totally unordered. However, for 
L E 9c and L not necessarily finite, the situation is less simple. Obviously, if L is 
a complete ring of sets and Y(L) is totally unordered then L is an atomic, 
complete Boolean algebra. Indeed, the elements of Y(L) are atoms and every 
element of L is therefore the sum of atoms. On the other hand if L E 9c, then in 
general the condition that Y(L) is totally unordered, does not imply that L is an 
atomic, complete Boolean algebra, even not a complete ring of sets. 
EXAMPLE: Let L = [0, l] x L, where L1 is an atomic, complete Boolean 
algebra. Then Y(L) = ((0,~) : p an atom of L1} and thus 9(L) is totally un- 
ordered but L is not a complete ring of sets. 
The following theorem answers the question raised above. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let L E 9~. Then the following are equivalent: (i) X(L) is 
totally unordered; (ii) L/B@ is an atomic, complete Boolean algebra; (iii) L is a 
subdirect product of lattices L1 and L2 where L1 E 9s and where Lz is an atomic, 
complete Boolean algebra. 
PROOF: (i) * (ii). Let for each a E H(L), L, denote a copy of 2. It suffices to 
show that the map he, : L-*XQEA L, is onto. Let u be an element of XoeA L, 
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and let A ={aEY(L) : uII= 1) and let c= C A. For SEA and be9(L)-A we 
have a I b’. Therefore c I fl (b’ : beY(L)-A}. For each SEA, era and thus 
hV,(c) = I and for each b E Y(L) -A, CI b’ so &,(c) = 0. It follows that hCp,(c) = u,, 
for each aE ~$5) and thus he,(c) = u. 
(ii) * (iii). Immediate from theorem 2.10. 
(iii) * (i). Suppose L is a subdirect product of Li and Lz where LI E 9s and 
where L2 is an atomic, complete Boolean algebra. We will show first that if 
(at, a2) E Y(L) then a2 is an atom of L2. Let 8 = b = (bl, 9). Then (bl, b2) c (al, u2). 
Suppose bl <al. Then there exists (ui, u2) EL such that bl < u1 <al and thus 
c = b + ua = (ui, b2 + u2a2) E L implying a = b < c < a. Contradiction. Hence 
b = (ai, 9). But then b2 < a2 and thus 6,a2 # 0 (where 52 denotes the complement 
of b2). Then there exists v= (vi, v2)eL such that v2 is an atom and v211i2a2. 
Thus v2 la2. Now v2 = a2 since v2<a2*av=(avl,v2)c(aI,iz2)*av~~* 
*v21 b2 =) v2 = 0. It follows that y =a2 and thus a2 is an atom. Moreover, 
cc = (ai, 0). Now suppose c, d E 9(L), c # d, c = (cl, Q), d = (d,, d2) and thus c2 and 
d2 are atoms. If c2 # d2 then c2 s d2 and d2 c c2 and thus c s d and d c c. Suppose 
c2=d2. We may assume d$c so dccd~dc<d”*(cldl,c2)~(dl,0)*c2=0. 
Contradiction. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
4. EXTENSION OF HOMOMORPHISMS. FREE COMPLETELY DISTRIBUTIVE COM- 
PLETE LATTICES 
In this section we will discuss extension of homomorphisms between com- 
pletely distributive complete lattices and prove the existence of free completely 
distributive complete lattices. Recall that if L f 9c and S c L then [S] stands for 
the sublattice of L generated by S. If [S] =L then obviously, 
L={ & n Z-1 : 0#Tj~SU{O,l}, ior, 1#0}= 
{jvJ C Rj : S#RjCSU(O,l},jEJ, J#0)- 
The notion of freeness is defined in the usual way. If L E 9c, S r L then S 
generates freely if [S] = L and if every map h : S+LI, L, E 9c has a (unique) 
complete homomorphic extension g : L-L,. If L is freely generated by S, we 
also denote L by 9&(S) or by .%&(a) where a = 1 S 1 and 9&(S) is called the free 
completely distributive complete lattice on the set of generators S. 
THEOREM 4.1. (cf. [I]. Theorem 1, p. 88). Let LE Cik, SGL, [S]=L. L is 
free on S if and only if the following condition is satisfied: (*) n Ti I C T2 
implies Ti n Tz # 0 whenever 0 # Ti U T2 G S. 
PROOF: Suppose L is free on S and O#T1lJTz~S, n Tis C rz and 
Ti fl T2 =0. Define f : S+2 by Au) = 1 e u E Ti and extend f to a complete 
homomorphism g, then n g[Ti] I C g[Td and thus 1 SO. Contradiction, Next, 
suppose condition (*) is satisfied. It follows that 0 $ S and 1 $ S. Let f : S+Ll, 
L1e .9c be a map. Extend f tof : SU{O,l)-*Li byy(O)=O andf(l)=l and 
J”(I) =f(a) for YES. Define g : L-+Ll as follows. For MEL, a= C iel fl Ti, 
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0# Tic SU (0, I}, ie1, 1#0, let g(a)= C iEl l-J f[7’J. The proof that g is well 
defined and is a complete homomorphism is standard and therefore omitted. 
THEOREM 4.2. P&(a) exists for every cardinal a. If a is infinite then 
1 $&a) I = 22”. Moreover, P&.(a) is a complete ring of sets for every cardinal a. 
PROOF: Let S be a set of cardinality Q and let for every SE S, L, denote a 
copy of 2. For each s E S, let 
A,={aE XL, : a(s)=O} 
SOS 
and 
B,={atE XsLs: a(s>=l}. 
Let Sr={A,: SES} and &={B,: SES). Then [Sri = I&l =Q. It is easy to 
check that Si, i = 1,2 satisfy the condition (*) of theorem 4.1. It follows that the 
complete ring of subsets of X,, s L, generated by Sr is 9&.(Si) = E&(a). It remains 
to show that if a is infinite, then 19&a) 1 = 22”. Obviously 1 9&(a) 1 I 22”. Let 
L1 be the Boolean algebra of all subsets of Xses L, then Lr is generated by 
Sr U S2. (Indeed, every singleton is the intersection of elements of Si US;). Also 
1 S1 U S2 1 = a and 1 L 1 1 = 22” and L i is a complete homomorphic image of 9&.(a). 
This completes the proof. 
It is useful to characterize the non-zero completely join irreducibles of 9&.(S). 
It is well known that if S is finite then 9(F&S)) consists of all products of 
subsets of S. This remains true in the infinite case. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let a E 9&(S). a#O. Then a is completely join irreducible 
if and only if a = n T for some TG S. Moreover, if a= fl r, TE S, then 
a”=n TC (S-T). 
PROOF: It is obvious that if a = 1 then a is completely join irreducible and 
a0 = C S. Suppose a = n T, 0 # TE S. Certainly n T C (S - T) < n T, since 
equality would imply n TI C (S- T), contradicting theorem 4.1. Now 
suppose be fl T. If b = 0 then certainly, bs n T C (S- T), thus we may 
assume b# 0 and thus b = C isl n Ti, 0 # Tic S, 1#0. But then for every iE I, 
n Tic l-J T. It follows again from theorem 4.1 that T< Tj for every itzl. Thus 
for every iE 1, JJ Tis C (S- r) and thus bs C (S- T). It follows that 
b I n T C (S- 7’). Conversely, suppose a is completely join irreducible, a# 0, 
a# 1, then a = C iel JJ ri, 0 # Ti, itz1, I# 0. But a is completely join irreducible 
and thus there exists ioE I such that a = n Ti,, completing the proof. 
REMARK. It follows of course from a dual argument that for atz F&..(S), 
a # 1, a is completely meet irreducible if and only if a = C T for some Ts S and 
a+ = I: T+ JJ (S - T). Thus we also have S = 9(9&.(S)) fl A(9&.(S)). Thus the 
set of free generators of a free completely distributive complete lattice is 
uniquely determined (cf. [ 11). 
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The following corollary is an immediate consequence of theorem 4.2. 
COROLLARY 4.4. (Raney IS]). Let L E 9~. Then L is a complete homo- 
morphic image of a complete ring of sets. 
In the remaining part of this section we will exhibit the relation which exists 
between the free completely distributive complete lattice and the free distrib- 
utive lattice. Denoting the class of distributive lattices with 0 and 1 by .?3,,i, the 
free distributive lattice in this class on a set S of free generators will be denoted 
by 9&,(S) or by Fgol(a) if 1 S 1 = a. Note that of course the homomorphisms are 
now the maps which preserve finite sums and products, Referring to the proof 
of theorem 4.2 and to the notation used there, it is easy to see (cf. [l]) that the 
ring of subsets generated by S1 is Y&,(S,). Obviously, FgO,(S,) is a sublattice of 
3&(Si) but it is not a regular sublattice if Si is infinite. Indeed, in that case, the 
sum of Si in 9Y&(Si) is 1, but the sum in 9&(S,) is < 1. Also note that .9?&(S,) 
generates F&S,). 
Now let L E 9c and let h : 9&,(SI)+L be a homomorphism. Then 
WI : Si +L has a unique complete homomorphic extension g : 9&S,)-L 
and obviously g is an extension of h. Thus we arrive at the following result 
which states that in a certain sense Y&(S,) is a “free extension” of $J&,,(S,). 
THEOREM 4.5. For every cardinal cc, 9$,,(a) is a sublattice of F&.(a) and 
generates f19,-.(a). If h : 9&(a)+L, L E 9c, is a homomorphism then h has a 
unique complete homomorphic extension g : F&a)+L. 
5. DENSE IN ITSELF COMPLETELY DISTRIBUTIVE COMPLETE LATTICES 
The purpose of this section is twofold. First we want to consider 9&(S)/B*, 
S infinite, and secondly we will examine the structure of dense in itself count- 
ably generated completely distributive complete lattices. The results are applied 
to obtain a structure theorem for countably generated completely distributive 
complete lattices. In this section we will denote the set of rationals in the real 
unit interval [0, I] by [0, ‘le. Recall (theorem 4.2), that if L E .Qc, then for 
BECon (L), L/0E %if and only if 8r0 9s. It is obvious that if S is finite, then 
9&(S)/09~= 1. Therefore we will assume that S is infinite. We first prove the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. If S is infinite then the map he, : 9$&3)+ ZK&@)/6Jgs is one- 
one on S and he,,[S] is totally unordered. 
PROOF: Letfora,bES,a#b,g:S~[O,1]Qbeamaponto[O,1]Qsuchthat 
g(a) = 0 and g(b) = 1. g has a complete homomorphic extension g * : F&S)* 
+ [0, l] which is onto. Since [0, l] E 9s, ker g*z B%. Thus there exists a 
complete homomorphism f : 9&(S)/t9*+ [0, I] such that fhe,= g*. But then 
Cfhe,)(a) = g(a) = 0 < 1 = g(b) = Cfhe,)(b). It follows that he&z) r he,,(b). 
Similarly, heJa) g h,Jb), It follows from lemma 5.1 that the set Si = he,[S] 
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which generates 9&.(S)/19~~ has the same cardinality as S. Now let f : S,+L, 
L E Qs, be the map such that If[Si]] = L. Then there exists a complete homo- 
morphism cfh8J* : Y&S)-+L which extends fhe,. But ker cfhs,J*> 19~~~ thus 
there exists a complete homomorphism f* : 9&)+L such that f*he,= 
= Cfhe,)*. It is immediate that f* 1 Si =fl S,. We arrive at the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2. For every infinite cardinal a, there exists a dense in itself 
completely distributive complete lattice 9&o) which has a generating set S, 
1 SI = a such that if h : S+L, L E Qs, is a map for which [h[S]] = L, then h has a 
unique complete homomorphic extension f : 97&(a) + L. 
We now turn our attention to countably generated dense in itself completely 
distributive complete lattices. Note that if L E 9s and L # 1, then IL ) > No, 
since IL 1 I X0 implies that L is a complete ring of sets (cf. Section 3). Also if 
LE .@, L#l, and L=[S] then ]SI 1 No. We prove a structure theorem for 
countably generated completely distributive complete lattices. 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose L E 9s, L # 1 and L is generated by a countable set, 
then L is a subdirect product of copies of [O, 11. 
PROOF: By Raney’s theorem [6], L is a subdirect product of complete 
chains. By theorem 2.4 each of these chains is dense in itself. Thus, let h : L+C 
be a complete onto homomorphism, where C is a complete dense in itself chain 
# 1. Then L is generated by a set S, 1 S 1 = X e. We may assume that (411 c S. 
Since C is dense in itself, S is a dense in itself subchain of C and thus SG [0, 11~ 
It follows that Cz [0, 11. 
We close this section with the following structure which is an immediate 
consequence of theorems 3.5 and 5.3. 
THEOREM 5.4. If L is a countably generated completely distributive 
complete lattice, then L is a subdirect product of copies of 2 and copies of [0, 11. 
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